
Materials 

Helen Norton - 2 Day Expressive Animals (Acrylic & Mixed Media) 

**Bring all your materials in a basket or box, which you can place under your workbench for easy access 

PHOTOS OF ANIMALS YOU  LOVE  

Bring along printed on paper images of your pets, or other animals you want to have a go at 
including in your major works. I will give you photos for the early exercises where you will follow 
me, and then its time to customise your own work with your animals. The quality does not have to 
be supersonic, as long as you can see the animal clear enough to work from. It will really be a loose 
impression of the animal that you portray, and maybe even a more cartoon like rendition. 

PAINT 
Acrylic Paint in lots of colours (bring your favourites). Student quality is fine, but just know that if 
you use artists quality you always get a better pigment quality and intensity in the paint (colours 
will be stronger and brighter so usually go further). Here is a list of basic great colours to have on 
hand if you are buying from scratch, but by all means buy the yummy fancy colours too if you like 
them and can afford them. Things like aqua, and peach etc can be mixed easily from the basics 
below, but premixes will save you time fiddling about. You can buy tubes from the cheap shops 
like Red Dot, and Riot Art.  I buy my paint from Jacksons Drawing Supplies and I use Matisse 
and Atelier. Below are some of the colours in my kit.  

One  80 ml tube of each is perfect 

• Titanium White (1 TUBES) 
• (French) Ultramarine Blue 
• Phalo Blue 
• Alizarin Crimson (or similar – cool red) 
• Magenta (must have to make hot bright pinks) 
• Dioxazine Purple 
• Cadmium Red Light, (or a bright warm red like Viridian) 
• Cadmium Lemon or Yellow Light (a cool yellow) 
• Transparent Red Oxide 
• Indian Yellow 
• Phalo Green 
• Permanent Green Light 
• Olive Green 
• Burnt Sienna 
• Raw Sienna 
• Black (any will do) 

Gorgeous options are colours like Aqua, Salmon, and other in between colours, not named above.  



If you are on a budget, make sure you have at least the following colours:-  Titanium White, Black, 
Phalo Blue, Alizarin Crimson, Cadmium Yellow Light, Indian Yellow, Phalo Green, and a warm 
red such as Viridian – if you include Magenta, your heart will sing! 
 
CANVAS  
2-3  White Stretched Canvas. Sizes can be 60x60cm, 61x76cm, 90x90cm or 76x92cm or whatever 
you like. Square or landscape format is fine. Just remember when choosing your sizes, that you 
have to put them in your car! If you go large, it’s fine, and believe me the bigger you go, the larger 
the brush I will hand you as we have to get this done in a short time!   Try for something in 
medium quality canvas if you can afford to. Have a feel of the canvas when you buy it - in compare 
to others there and decide yourself, as some canvas is so thin, I swear its muslin! Super cheap is 
simply ‘super cheap’ because it’s really thin and crappy and could tear easily down the track. 
 
GESSOED PAPER 
I will supply you a little pile of specially prepared very heavy weight gessoed watercolour paper as 
we won’t have time to prepare it in class so I will have it ready for you.  
 
SOFT AND OIL PASTELS  
Bring whatever you have, even your kids oil pastel set.  If you have soft artists pastels, just bring a 
handful of your favourite bright colours, no need to bring the whole set, and bring fixative if using 
soft pastels. Derwent water soluble Blocks are great too. 
 
FIXATIVE IF USING SOFT PASTELS (to be used outside only) 

CHARCOAL – thin willow  
 
TEXTAS and GRAPHIC PENCILS 
Acrylic markers such as Posca, Coptics, or again raid your kids art room, and bring whatever, bring 
them all. If you have a nice thick white texta (Bunnings?), that would be great. A couple of black 
markers in various thicknesses are good to throw in. 
 
BRUSHES 
I will supply your brushes. The rougher the better! 
 
PALETTE KNIFES 
I will supply your palette knives. 
 
GLUE STICK 

SCISSORS 

MASKING TAPE 
 
 

PALETTE 



Bring whatever you have, paper plates or a tear off palette if you have one, 
or a few plastic lids, but bring plenty, we are going to be making a lot of 
mess. Just make sure you have at least A3 size surface. You can even use a 
solid piece of cardboard for  your palette. Can you please also bring 2 of 
these little 6 deep well palettes? They are very cheap and you can get them 
anywhere. We need to mix up some flowy paint soup in different colours. 
 
CONTAINERS 
I will supply big water buckets for washing brushes 
 
PAPER TOWELS  Bring at least one roll of very soft paper towel and some rags as you are going 
to make a mess. 
 
AN OLD TOWEL 
Bring an old towel (that you can destroy) to use as a quick mop when painting and for other 
things. A normal house size one is good. 
 
SPRAY BOTTLE 
Bring a clear plastic spray bottle for water, to spritz your paint to keep it wet.  You can buy them in 
the supermarket or Bunnings. They are about $5 
 
A4 VISUAL DIARY – preferably with paper at least (110gsm)  
 
NOTE PAD if you wish to take notes 
 
EASELS AND CHAIRS SUPPLIED 
 
 
 
 
 
Enquiries to helen@helennorton.com.au 
Contact Helen on 0418 921648 
www.helennorton.com.au 
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